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ABSTRACT 

Background: Ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP) is a consequence of 

mechanical ventilation, which can be fatal. Several markers are available to predict 

outcomes related to VAP. Choosing a predictor that is inexpensive, affordable, and 

accurate is advantageous. This study aimed to examine red cell distribution width 

(RDW) as a predictor of mortality in patients with VAP. 

Methods: This prospective cohort study was conducted among 49 patients in the 

intensive care unit (ICU) of Valiasr Hospital in Tehran. A researcher-made checklist 

was used to collect RDW and other marker data, as well as mortality outcomes and 

length of stay (LOS) in the ICU. The Pearson correlation coefficient in the SPSS 

software and the regression model in the Eviews software were used to examine the 

relationship between markers and different outcomes.  

Results: Of a total of 49 patients (57.1% male; mean age = 54 ± 16), the length of 

ICU stays ranged from 7 to 14 days. According to the Pearson correlation coefficient, 

a significant association between RDW and mortality (P =.009) was noted. But no 

significant relationship between RDW and length of stay in the ICU (P =.81) was 

noted. Additionally, the regression model showed a positive relationship between 

RDW and white blood cells (WBC), lactate, and sequential organ failure assessment 

(SOFA). 

Conclusion: Our study showed a positive but weak correlation between RDW and 

ICU mortality in patients with VAP. Due to its availability and low cost of 

measurement, RDW is an appropriate option for predicting mortality risk in patients 

who are admitted to the ICU and develop VAP. 

 

Introduction 

osocomial infections are one of the most 

important issues in medical centers. Acquired 

nosocomial infections are the most common 

complication among hospitalized patients. Although 

critical care settings (or ICUs) account for just around 5–

15% of hospital beds, they are responsible for more than 

30% of nosocomial infections [1]. 

Hospital-acquired pneumonia (HAP) accounts for 30% 

of all nosocomial infections. This pneumonia is the 

second most common nosocomial infection after urinary 
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tract infection [3]. Now, the terms of HAP are revoluted 

and called health care-associated pneumonia (HCAP) 

[16]. Ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP) is a subset 

of nosocomial pneumonia that develops 48 hours or more 

after intubation and connection to a mechanical ventilator 

[2]. In the United States, VAP is the second most 

prevalent source of infection in the ICU. More than 24 

hours of intubation is associated with a 6-to-21-fold 

increase in the likelihood of VAP development [4]. The 

pooled incidence of VAP is high in low- and upper-

middle-income countries but low in high-income 

countries (18.5, 15.2, and 9.0 per 1000 ventilator days, 

respectively) [5]. Most common causative pathogen of 

VAP are Acinetobacter baumannii, Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa, and methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus 

aureus (MRSA) [6]. VAP is a major challenge in the 

treatment sector from the past to the present, with many 

fatal consequences. Therefore, predicting the outcome of 

mortality due to VAP can be very effective [7]. 

Red Cell Distribution Width is a quantitative index of 

anisocytosis, the variability in size of the circulating 

erythrocytes [9] and it seems to be one of these predictors. 

Today, information on the mortality of chronic diseases 

shows that RDW is a predictor of disease progression and 

response to treatment [8]. Although mechanisms have not 

been identified clearly, RDW is an emerging marker of 

chronic inflammation, oxidative stress, and coronary 

artery disease [10-11]. Recent evidence suggests that 

increase changes in red blood cell size in cardiovascular 

disease, thromboembolism, diabetes, cancer, obstructive 

pulmonary disease, liver, and kidney disease are strong 

and independent risk factors for predicting mortality [12-

15]. 

Therefore, due to the high power of RDW, as a marker 

in predicting various clinical outcomes, it can use as a key 

tool in the treatment of patients who diagnosed with 

VAP. Recently some studies were performed to 

investigate relationship between biomarkers such as 

RDW and prognosis of VAP but there is no domestic 

study has been studied the, this study examined this issue. 

Methods 

Study design 

This study was a prospective cohort study conducted to 

evaluate the relationship between RDW with mortality 

outcomes and other inflammatory markers. Ethical 

approval of this study was obtained from the local ethics 

committee (ethic code = 

IR.TUMS.IKHC.REC.1397.242). 

 

 

 

Data collection 

A researcher-made checklist was used to gather data. 

RDW, Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA), 

and white blood cell (WBC) daily data were measured 

and entered into the checklist. APACHE score was 

measured only at the beginning of admission to the ICU. 

Lactate and C-reactive protein (CRP) were measured at 

the beginning of the study and then every 72 hours. Also, 

the checklist included demographic information as well 

as mortality data and LOS. 

Patient selection 

Patients who were admitted to the ICU during the study 

period were screened for eligibility. Patients aged 18 to 

65 years old with diagnosis of VAP (clinical pulmonary 

infection score> 6) were included. Exclusion criteria of 

the study included the following: patients with active 

malignancy and patients receiving immunosuppressive 

drugs and corticosteroids. Informed consent forms were 

taken from the patients or their caregivers.  

Statistical analysis 

Descriptive statistics are presented as frequency 

(percentage) for categorical variables whereas. 

Continuous data are presented as mean ± standard 

deviation for normally distributed data. Statistical 

Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) 26.0 (SPSS Inc., 

Chicago, IL) was used for statistical analysis and p<0.05 

considered as statistically significant. 

Association between RDW and mortality and LOS 

were assessed with Pearson correlation coefficient. 

Also, regression model in Eviews software was used to 

analysis the relationship between RDW with WBC, 

SOFA score, and Lactate variables. 

Results 

Of a total of 49 enrolled patients (n = 29, 57.1% male; 

mean age = 54±16 years), the average LOS in the ICU 

was approximately 11 days, with a minimum of 7 days 

and a maximum of 14 days. Also, 10.2% (n= 5) of the 

patients died and 89.8% (n= 44) were discharged from 

the ICU. The Baseline characteristics, laboratory data and 

outcomes of the patients are shown in (Table 1). 

Results of Pearson coefficient showed that there was a 

positive correlation between RDW and mortality and 

LOS (𝞴= 0.07 and 0.049, respectively). However, only 

the relationship between RDW and mortality was 

significant (P=0.009). Results of Pearson coefficient are 

shown in (Table 2). 

Results of regression model showed that there was a 

positive correlation between RDW and WBC, Lactate, 

and SOFA (β=0.06, 0.008, 0.006 respectively). However, 

all the relationship between RDW and variables were not 

significant (P-value>0.05). Results of regression model 

are shown in (Table 3). 
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Table 1- Baseline characteristics, laboratory data and outcomes of the patients 

Demographic (mean ± SD) 

Age (year)  54 ±16 

Gender, n (%) Male: 28 (57.1) 

Female: 21(42.9) 

Laboratory data (mean ± SD) 

White Blood Cell (cells /μl) 13900 ± 7355 

Polymorhphonuclear cells (%) 84 ± 9 

Absolute Lymphocyte count (%) 10 ± 6 

Red cell distribution width (femtoliter) 17 ± 3 

C-reactive protein(mg/dl) 76 ± 55 

Lactate (mg/dl) 17 ± 9 

APACHE  16 ±5 

SOFA 6 ± 2 

Outcomes  

Length of stay (days) (mean ± SD) 11 ±5 

Mortality in ICU, n (%) 5 (10.2) 

Table 2- Results of Pearson coefficient 

 RDW 

 𝞴 P value 

Mortality 0.07 0.009 

LOS 0.049 0.81 

Table 3- Results of regression model 

 RDW 

 Coefficient (β) P value 

WBC 0.06 0.3 

Lactate 0.008 0.9 

SOFA 0.006 0.1 

 

Discussion 

The present study examined red cell distribution width 

(RDW) as a predictor of mortality in patients with VAP. 

Current study showed that RDW has a positive 

correlation with mortality, so it can used as a value to 

prediction of mortality. In other words, greater RDW was 

shown to be related with an increased risk of hospital 

death. Several studies have shown that RDW is 

independently related with a variety of negative 

outcomes [6, 16-18], and the findings of our study 

showed that RDW was an independent predictor of death 

in VAP patients admitted to the ICU. Patel et al 

demonstrated that the risk of all-cause mortality increases 

by 14% for every 1% increase in RDW. Also, they 

showed that a strong association between RDW and death 

from cancer and cardiovascular diseases [6]. Bazick et al. 

[18] investigated the relationship between RDW and all-

cause death in 51413 ICU patients. The relationship 

between RDW and bloodstream infections was also 

investigated. The risk of 30-day death in individuals with 

RDW greater than 15.8% was about 5 times higher than 

in those with RDW less than 13.3%. This value was 2.61 

after adjusting for confounding factors [18]. In our study, 

there is no statistical difference between survivors and 

non-survivors in terms of RDW. The risk of blood stream 

infection doubles in the patients with RDW > 15.8%. Of 

note, we did not assess the relationship between RDW 

and the risk of VAP development. RDW is a simple 

measure that has been shown to be an effective predictor 

of a variety of illnesses and mortality [19-20]. Regression 

results by Wang et al. revealed a positive and substantial 

association between RDW and mortality outcome, which 

is similar with the findings of the current study [21]. 

Additionally, Van Kimmenade et al. [22] found that 

after one year of monitoring patients with acute heart 

failure, the RDW might be used as a marker in predicting 

mortality outcomes. In other words, patients with a high 

RDW index died at a much greater rate [22]. 

It should be noted that the inflammatory response, 

which can be navigated by tracking different biomarkers 

such as RDW, plays a crucial role in the development of 

VAP [23]. This implies the importance of monitoring 

RDW for patients in critical care settings and/or patients 

who may experience inflammatory reactions. 

Furthermore, our findings demonstrated a favorable 

connection between RDW and other parameters such 

SOFA, lactate, and WBC. Wang et al. found that RDW, 

together with SOFA and APACHE, might be greater 

predictors of mortality outcomes, despite the fact that 

RDW is less expensive and easier to use [24]. In the study 
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of Ju et al., by examining the two experimental and 

control groups, and by examining the daily relationship 

between SOFA and RDW, the results showed a positive 

and significant relationship between these two variables 

[25]. In a retrospective study, it was shown that initial 

RDW value could be used as an independent variable in 

the prediction of in-hospital mortality beyond corrected 

APACHE II score according to age, mechanical 

ventilator, sepsis, and hospital admission type in ICU 

patients [26]. In another study by Wang, RDW was an 

independent predictor of ICU-induced mortality and LOS 

in ICU patients [23] [27]. 

Our study had several limitations. The sample size of 

the study was small. Although, there was the positive 

correlation between RDW and mortality but it was a weak 

correlation. If a study with large sample size was 

designed, it may be found a strong correlation between 

two variables. Also, small sample size did not allow us to 

perform the survival analysis and predict the mortality 

risk according to RDW value. In our study, the period of 

follow-up was brief. It is preferable to follow critically ill 

patients beyond their ICU stay and at least during their 

hospitalization duration.  

This was a single-centre study and limited to 49 

patients, it is suggested to conduct another study with a 

large sample size to confirm the result of the study. 

Besides, this study aimed to investigate VAP in non-

COVID-19 patients. Since the pathophysiology of 

COVID-19 [28] and COVID vaccination [29] is not clear, 

therefore a comparative study between VAP in COVID-

19 and non-COVID-19 patients regarding RDW and 

mortality is suggested. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, our study showed a positive but weak 

correlation between RDW and mortality in the ICU 

among patients with VAP. According to the routine 

check of RDW as an index in the complete blood count, 

its availability and low cost of measurement make it an 

appropriate option for predicting mortality risk in patients 

who are admitted to the ICU and develop VAP. 

Prospective and large-scale studies are required to find a 

strong association between RDW and mortality risk. 
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